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August 3,1990,

.

NOTE FOR: Steven A. Varga, Director
Division of Reactor Projects - 1/11

FROM: Charles E. Rossi, Director
Divisior, of Operational Events Assessment

SLEJECT: RESOLUTION OF THE CENERIC CPO ISSUES CONCERNiliG THE
MCGUIRE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATI0!'S

Dr. Thor.as Murley's menoranduni dated Decenber 29, 1989, identifieo the scope
of work required to resohe the Differing Professional Opinion (DPO) issues
concerning the McGuire Technical Specifications. The Ret.ctor Systems Branch
(RSB) was assigned the responsibility to resolve all the plant-specific issues.
The raenorandum dated May 14, 1990 from A. Thaoani to S. Varga contcins the RSB
resolutions to the plant-specific issues. The Technical Specifications Branch
(OTSB) was assigned the responsibility to resolve all the DP0 generic issues in
the May 14, 1990 memorandum. The enclosure to this note contains the OTSE
resolutions to the generic issues. The resolutions of these 20 generic issues
are directed toward the new Westinghouse Standard Technical Specifications.
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' AVAIL /,0!LITY OF RCPs DEPAhTURE FROM NUCLEATE BOILlHG (DNB) iS
'

.-.

Cor3cern 9A
- stfon Be

.f 5 t

Issue

The assertion involving Concern 9/. consists cf the following three p6rts:

1. The DP0 asserts that the value for the reactor coolant system everage
temperature (Tavg)givenintheTSTable3.2-1isnotconsistentwiththevalue )

given for Tavg in FSAR Figure 5.3.3 1 for the rated power conditions. 'Further-
more, the CP0 asserts that the following should be provided in the TS:

a.i The setpoint and allowable values of Tavg;
b.} The related power level ascribed to Tavg; and-
c.) The reactor coolant system Tavg- for the zero power condition.

II. The DP0 asserts. that the values for pressurizer pressure in TS Table 3.2-1
-

are not consistent with the information given in-FSAR Table 15.1.2-2 and Table
4.1-1 of DP0 reference 20. Also, the DP0 asserts that the setroint and allow- '

able values of the pressurizer pressure should be provided in the TS.

III. The DP0 asserts that the pressurizer pressure should be provided in TS ,
.

;

2.1-1-and 3/4.4.3.-

-Resolutior. - 1.

The' values of Tavg) listed in Table 3.2 1 of the TS are Limiting Conditionsof Operation (LCOs and are derived fron, pihnt safety analyses. These limiting
-

values are established in conjunction with~ limiting values for other principal
thermal-hydraulic parameters to ensure su'ficient DNB margin. These limits
ensure that the DNB safety limit will not be violated in the event of ~a plant
Ltransient. 3

FSAR Figure 5.3.3-1-is a plot of the expected Tavg versus power level. The *

values of Tavg in the plot are not derived from-the plant safety analyses.
They are estimates of the: actual values of Tavg that will exist when the
-plant is operated the way the licensee intends. All the plotted Tavg values
are within the limits in TS Table'3.2-1,

a.) There is no -instrumentation which monitors Tavg and generates'a reactor '

trip signal based on.the values in Table 3.2-1. Therefore, setpoints and
allowcble values corresponding to the 14ruits in Table 3.2-1 do not need
to be specified in the TS.

E
t
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b.) and c.) The Tavg limits in TS Table 3.0-1 were derived by considering
plant transients initiated from eli power levels. Therefore,
they are bounding values which are applicable at any power
level. Uc related power icvel neecs to be ascribed to the
Tavg values in TS Table 3.2-1, and no separate Tayg limit needs
to be specified in TS Table 3.2 1 for zero power operations.

Pesolution_- 11.

The values of pressurizer pressure listed in Table 3.2-1 of the TS are LCOs
and are derived from plant safety analyses. Pressurizer pressure is another
principal thctmal-hydraulic parameter in the calculation of DNB. These
limits ensure that the DNE safety lin.it will not be violated in the event
of a plant transient.

Since there are no automatic reactor trips actuated based on the values in
TS 3.2-1, there is no need to specify setpeints or allowable values. The
instrumentation that would initiate a rea:+or trip based on these pararoeters is
addressed in TS 3.3.1.

The pressurizer pressure value in Table 4.1-1 of reference 20 of the DP0 is the
nominal design pressure for the reactor coolant system and reactor internals
and is an expected value for plant operation, it is an estimate of the actual
value of pressurizer pressure that will exist when the plant is operated the
way the licensee intends. The nominal value is within the limits of TS Table
3.2-1.

FSAR Table 15.1.2-C is part of the description of the plant safety analyses.
These analyses include adjustments to account for steady state fluctuations
and r.,easurement error. The DP0 suggests that the limits in TS Table 3.2-1
should equal the reference 20 nominci value minus the adjustment specified
in the safety analyses. This suggestion is not correct. The limits in the
TS are derived by making adjustments on safety analysis limiting values of
the pressure - not nominal values.

Resolution _111.

In the new STS pressurizer pressure is included in the curves in Section
2.1.1 (it is a}so included in the Section 2.1.1 curves of the current STS).
Specification 3/4.4.3 specifies the operability of the pressurizer. The
operability of the pressurizer is determined based on water volume and heater
capacity; therefore, pressurizer pressure does not need to be included in
TS 3/4.4.3.

.
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REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AUC COOLANT CIRCULAT10h

Concern ISB
fuHtionsCa,8b,8c,8d_,and8e
Tf V4.4.1

1ssue

The DP0 asserts that four Reactor Coolant System (RCS) loops should be required
to be OPERABLE in MODE 3_(Hot Standby) to meet the assumptions of the safety
anal) sis for a nunber of accident scenarios. Each of Questions ta - 8d below
discusses this concern for a different type of accident.

Question __8a: OCCURRENCES WITH RAPIC REACTIVITY lhCREASE
Perttining to " Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assently Bank Withdrawal from
Sub-Critical Condition."

-ThisTechnicalSpecification(TS)atthetimeofthe-DP0submittalrequired
that.two RCS:locps be'0PERABLE and one RCS loop be in operation in M00E 3. The
FSAR for McGuire (and other Westinghouse plants) assun.es four Reactor Coolant
Pumps (RCPs) are running.for-this event. The DP0 asserts that any Technical
Specification allowing operability of less than four RCS loops in MODE 3 would
not be in conformance with the FSAR and is non-conservative.

Question 8b: STEAll LINE _ BREAKS: OCCURRENCES
Pertaining to "flajor Rupture of a Main Steamline."

The McGuire FSAR states that thc'resulting impact on shutc6wn margin for this
event during. MODES 3, 4, and 5 is in. proved over that of the design basis for
2ero power, just critical end Tavg = 557'F. The DPO. asserts, however that the

-design basis case may not be the most limiting case. It states that It is-

conceivable that tuo loop operatipr. may-be'1ess conservative than either four
RCPs continuing-to operate or four RCPs tripped.on Safety injection. The.
conclusion of'the DP0 is that any Technical Specification allowing operability
of-:less than four RCS loops in. MODE 3 would not be in conformance with the

'

FSAR and:is non-conservat4ve.

' Question.8c: LOSS OF PRIMARY COOLANT: OCCURRENCES-

PertainingTto "Small Creak-LOCA (SBLOCA)."'

The McGuire FSAR-and WCAP C356 describe the SBLOCA as a design basis event when '

,

it occurs from the Rated Power (MODE 1) and Hot Star.dby,(MODE 3) conditions.
The assertion ~ contained in the DP0 is -that "until further evaluations are made,
we niust conclude that the current Safety Analysis Limits-of'the SBLOCA event
is four RCS pumps OPERABLE in H0DE- 3 down to 425 psig/350'F" and that the+
operab4lity of less than four RCS-loops in 110DE:3 would not be in conforniance
with the current safety analysis limits and is not conservative. The DP0 also
contains a similar assertion for the large break LOCA scenario.

. _ _ . . . _ -- ____
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guestion_8d: OCCURRENCES CAUSINC AH lt:ITIAL INCREASE OF RCS TCMPERATURE

The assertion contLined in the CP0 states that the increase of RCS temperature
events are of concern because of the potential influence of the positive
tcderator teciperature ccefficient. It discusses several events and states
that all but one are licensing basis events from rated power. The conclusior:
of the LP0 is that these events are important in MOTE 3 due to the positive
moderator temperature coefficient and states that operability of less than
fcur RCS loops in MODE 3 would not be in cunformance with the safety analyses
limits and is not conservative.

Question Be: AVAIL /EILITY OF RCPs

The CP0 states that four RCS loops would be required in MODE 3 to meet the
requiremer,ts of the licensing basis events frora zero power. In addition it
suggests thct, in MODE 4, a minimum set of RCS pumps and loops be used to cool
ar.d depressurize the plant down to effectively zero pressure in the steam
generators before transferring the heat sink to the RHR system. This is to
ensure control of Steam Line Break ar.d LOCA events down to RCS conditions where
RCS flows are not necessary. The ptri of this question addressing MODE 4 is
addressed in Concern 18A.

Resolution

in the new STS the LCO for RCS loops in MODE 3 states:

[Two) RCS loops shall be 0PERABLE, and

[Two] RCS loops shall be in operation when the reactor trip breakers arec.
closed, or

b. One- RCS-loop shall be in operation when the reactor trip breakers are
open.

The nurbers in' brackets indicate that each plant must supply the nunber of
pun.ps which is required to meet their s6fety -analysis. For four loop Westing-

-

house plcnts, analysis indicates that two is the appropriate number of RCS loops.

At the time of the DP0 submittal, this TS required that two RCS loops be OPER-
ABLE- and unly one RCS loop be in operation in MODE 3. The FSAR for McGuire (and
other Westinghouse plants) assumed frono two to four RCPs operating for many_of
the accidents discussed above. Westinghouse acknowlecsed the discrepancy in a
letter dated July 9, 1964, from E. P. Rahe to D. Eiser. hut. At that time,

Wtstinghouse reviewed thE safety an& lyses for the accidents which are the most
limiting at zero pcwer for the reduced flow conditions of one RCP. These

|
accidents are the steamline break, rod ejection, and control rod bank withdrawal

l' from subcritical conditions._ For the rod ejection and steamline break events,
Westinghouse deterrained that the inconsistency between the safety 6nalysis and

,

I the Technical Specificatior, would not impact the conclusions presented in the
i FSAR. The analyses showed that the applicable accident criteria were met with
I only one RCS pump operating,

i
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For th( bank withdrerti fron. subtritical everit, Westinghouse perforraed calcu-
lations which showed that the DNBR design basis racy not be met wher, only one
pCp is in operation. Consequently, the Westinghouse STS were changed to
reauire at least two F.CS loops in operation with the reactor trip breakers
closed tc t.cet the safety analys4s liraits for an inadvertent bank withdrawal
from subcritdcri.

For the SBLOCA en analysis was conducted by Vettinghouse assuming that all
puraps were it itially operating followed by either all the pur..ps tripping or
all the pumps continuing to operate. Tre general conclusdon was that there
was a sniciler peal c16d temperature for t.he case of all the pumps optrating
when compared to the case of all the pumis tripped. This case forms the
bounding analysis since the reactor coolant pumps are not automatically
trdpped during the SBLOCA and continue to operate af ter the SBLOCA. For ECCS

analysis for Westir.chouse four LOOP plants the most conservative results are
obtained when the PCPs are assun,ed to be tripped at the initiatier, of a post-
ulated LOCA. lhe CPO's assertion is unsubstantiated since the ECCS analysis
demonstrated that ecceptable fuel cladding temperatures resulted for the racre
conservative scenario which resulted when the RCPs are assumed to be shut down.

Therefore, for the limiting design basis events at zero power, the proposed new
STS will ensure the safety enalysis liraits are met. The other events described
in the OP0 are not liraiting design basis events at zero power and are thereby
Lcunded by the limiting events.

:
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AVAILABILITY OF REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LOOPS II: tiODE 4
(HOT SHUT 00Wi:)

'

Concern ICA
Question 16
15 Fage f/l 4-3

1ssue

The DP0 proposed two additior al requiretuents for this specification. The
first is thct two RCS loops be Operable whenever RHR loops are in operation,
in order to provide for the failure of a single motorized valve in the RHR/RCS
suction line. The second is that surveillance requirements be added to
require a determination of the operability of the associated Auxiliary Feed-
water System and the Atmospheric Dump Valves.

Specifically, the DP0 concerns the ficGuire FSAR, which describes a scenario
comprised of the failure of a single motorized valve in the RHR/RCS suction
line concurrent with the loss of offsite power. For this scenardo the DP0
asserts thtt two RCS loops should be operable whenever a plant has RHR oper-
ating in Mode 4. Furthermore, the DP0 asserts that the current specifications
are not conservative because they lack operttility requirements for the
Auxiliary feedwater Systen,s or Atmospheric Vahes in Mode 4.

Resolution

The new Westinghouse STS require ts. ops consisting of any combination of
RCS loop and RHR loops be Operable - W it least one icop be in operation in
Mode 4. The Bases for this LC0 state % "Any one loop in operation provides
enough flow capacity to remove the day heat from the core with forced cir-
culation. The second-loop, which is required to be OPERABLE, i.;cets single
failure criteria." Therefore, in order for a licensee to take credit for
each loop, there cannot be a single failure which could render both loops
inoperable. The McGuire design which is typical of Westinghouse plants
includes a single RHR suction line which connects the reactor coolant loop to
the RHR pumps. This RHR suction line cor.tains two motorized valves in series.
The DP0 asserts that a single failure concurrent with the loss of offsite
power could cause one of these . valves to fail close during Mode 4; thereby,
eliminating the core coolir.g capability of the RHR system. These valves are
opened and left open when core coolir.g via the RMR is initiated in Mode 4.
Since motorized valves fail in the "as is" position, these suction line valves
remain open after a single active failure concurrent with a loss of offsite
power resulting in the RHR system maintaining its full functional capability
in liode 4. Therefore, to require in the TS that 2 RCS loops be operable
whenever the RHR loop (s) are in operation is not necessary.

As discussed in the resolution of concern 29A, the new Westinghouse STS require
the operability of one motor driven AFS pump in liode 4 when a steam generator
is relied on for heat removal. The new STS do not require operability of the
Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) in Mode 4. The preferred trethod of removing
heat frora the steam generators in Mode 4 is through the turbine bypass valves
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to the condenser. If this path becomes unavailable, the heat load is low
enough in Mode 4 that SG secondcry side steaming would take time to reach a
high enough pressure to necessitate venting. Several options (including the
opening of /.0Vs) would be available to the operators during that time to achieve
venting or eliminate the r.eed to vent. Ultimately, the safety valves would
vent the pressure. The safety valve LC0 does not require the safety valves to
be operable in Mode 4: however, the TS definition of Operebility and the ASME
coce require operability of the saftty valves when the steam generator is ograble.

The CPC also discussed concerns about the depth of the Surveillance Require.
ments (SR) and suggested that additional SRs be added cr. the systems in this
LCO. Tht' udsting SRs are not intended to be complete tests of the s
performance; they are quick, simple, frequent checks (every I? hours)ystemto ensure
.thct the equipn.ent is opertting properly. The more detailed ttsting is d0ne in
chapter 0 of the STS and the inservice test program. Therefore, there is no need
to supplement the u isting Sps.
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j AVAILABILITY OF REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LOOPS IN 1100E 5
' '

[ (COLD SHUTDNU)
-

'

I
l Concern 19A

g' Mi

Issue
.

The DP0 made the following assertions for the Cold Shutdown Mode of operation:

(1) If the steam generators are used for cooling the Auxiliary Feedwater
System and Atinospheric Duy Valves should be required to be operable. -

(0) There is no basis for allowing the opere. ting RhR pumps to te de energized:
4 for 1 hour.

(3) The surveillance requirer.ents do not fully test all asycts of operabilityi

of the RHR and RCS 1coes.
'

:
'

F:e so ?utica
4

The new Westinghcuse STS require one RC loop or one RHR loop to be operating>

L and tither one acditional F.HR loop to be OPERABLE or the secondary side water
! level of at least two steam generators to be [17]% or greater of the Low-Low

Trip Setpoint. A note in the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) allows *

| the RHR putap or the RHR loop in operation to be de energized for up to I hour

11CS boron-concentration; and (2) permitted that woulo cause reduction of the1)rovided: .(1) no operations areJ

core outlet temperature is maintained at>

least IC'F below saturation temperature. The Surveillance Requireroents verify'

thct at least one RHR or RCS loop is operating and that there is adequate
! water level in the SG.

the objectives of this LC0 are: (1)to.
In MODE 5 with the RCS loops filled, fuel; and (r) to prevent stratific6 tion of

''

remove deccy heat generated in the
the soluble boric acid.. In MODE 5, an operating RHR or RCS loop accomplishes'

these functions. The other operable-RHR loop or the twc steam generators with
adequate secondary side wtter level 3rovide single failure protection.. Under
these conditions of low heat load, tie heat sinks in the two steam generators
provide adequate back-up cooling until a RCS or RHR loop can be put into
o>eration. Also, under these low heat load conditions, operability of neither
tie Auxil;ary Feedwater System nor-the Atmospheric Dump Valves is necessary.

In the new STS, the note allowing the operating RHR or RCS pump to be de-
it ray only.be exercised once in an

ent.rgized for up to 1 hour-is limited; ded ta perform surveillance testing.C hour period. This tine period is nee:

As explained above, compensatory measures including close monitoring of coolant
,

+

temperatures are required to exercise the 1 hour allowance. The RHR or RCS
loop would still-be available to be restarted if coolant temperatures exceeded
the, surveillance limit in the' note. Cxperience 'in the use of this note has
shown that plants do _not experience heating or boric acid stratification
problems.

,
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The surveillanus it. this LCO do not include testing of alarms and design
:

basis flow rates. The purpose of these suneillances is to provide quick, ,

;

siinple, f requent cht-cts (every 10 hourt) to ensure that the equipmer.t is |
operating properly. The incre detailed testing is dene in chapter 5 of the LT! i

'

and the inservice testing program. Therefore, there is no need to augment
i the er.isting surveillt.nce requirements.

]

1.,
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,
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STAT:OtY 1;UCLEAR SLI:VICE WATEP. 00hD

(ULTIMATE FEIT SlhK)1

,

Concern ECB
TS SeHToT3/4.7.4

~

1ssue

Th OP0 auerts that the applicability section of tre Stan:!by i:vcicar Serv 4ce
Water Fond (St:SWP) TS which includes Modts 1, T, 3, and 4 should also include
Mocts E and 6.

T.c solution

The r.eed for oxrability of the Ultirnate Heat sink (URS) in Modes 5 and 6 is
addressed in tie nev' STS through the definition of Operatility. UHf i ,t
required as a support systto for other systeras such as RHR which are required
b) STS to te operable ir. Modes 5 arid 6. In Modes S and 6 the but load is
low; therefore, the deirands on the VHS as a support systern would Le well below
the tempera.ture and volurne requirtinents of the VHS LCO.

:

. .. . . . - . - . - _ . . , , . - .. . . - . . , -
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REFUELit!G OPERATIONS LOW WATER LEVEL
' '

,

Concern 010
TS Page T/4.? 11

1ssue

The LPC asserts thtt both RHR loops should be in operatiot in Mode 6 with less
than 23 feet of water aLove the top of the reactor vessel fitnge, in support
of this statunent the DPC fcstulates the loss of the operable RER loop without
operator action; the CPC asserts tttt this scenardo would result ir, boiling in
C minutes end core uncovery in 100 minutes.

Besolutton

The new STS require that one RHF loop be operating and the other RHR loop be
operable under the low water level conditions. The, new STS also require action'

to restore RHR cooling if it is lost. The CPO seems to express concern over a
scenario where the opcreting RHR loop fails and the reactcr coolant heats up
and uncovers the core before the operators becor4 aware of thf. inoperable RHR
loop End take action to opertte the other RHR loop. The operating RHR loop
has an alarm for low PHR flow and other instruments provide multiple, diverse
iridications cf loss of kHR cooling to the operators. In addition, several
operat4cns personnel would be present in the area of the reactor cavity. For
these reasotis it is highly unlikely that a loss of RHR flow would go ur, noticed
cod uncorrected long enough to allow the core to becort uncovered. The other
RHR loop is required by STS to be operable. Through the definition of
Operability the support systems necessary for operation of the other RHR loop
uust also be operable. Finally, both of fsite and energency diesel generator
power are required to be operabic in Mode 6 by STS 3.8.1.2. Therefore, en
6dditionti STS requirement tc h6ve both RHR 1 cops oper6 ting is not necessary.
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AUXILI ARY FEEDtit.TER SYSTEM
y

,

i Concern f9A-
TT'Page F4.7 4

'

Issue

The CPC states that the TS should require operability of the steam driven
- auxiliary feedwater pump in Mode 4. The DP0 also questions the derivation of

')the Steam Lir.e - Pressure Low signal.

fle solution

The new STS require operebility of the one motor driven Aux 411ery Feedwater
System (AFP) puttp in itode 4 whenever a steam generator is relied on for heat
removal. Once the plant is switched to P.HR cooling, operability of the Auxiliery
Feedwater Systen, (AFS) is r.o longer required. This ds a change over the
torrent STS which do not require 1.FS operability in 11 ode 4 The current STS
assume that the pl6nt-switches from SG cooling to-RHR cooling when a change
from flode 3 to flode 4 occurs. During the review of the r.ew STS, it was found
that-some plants maintain cooling via the stean, generators into the upper
teciperature range of Mode 4. These plants maintain operability of the Auxiliary
Feedwater Systein via administrative controls until cooling is switched to-RHR.

.

The Steam Line Pressure Low Signal used in' the main steam line break accident
analysis is derived froni steau line sensors downstreatu of the steara generator
flow restriction orifices. This results in a conservative measure of stearn
generator pressure since the steam flow restrictors do not cause a significart

+ - pressure drop except during a doubled ended steam line break. The blowdown
phase of the double ended steam line. break lasts only a few seconds. The-
accurate pressure sensing in the stetm lines (the generation'cf the steam line
pressure low signal) requires less than 2 seconds and steem line isolation
requires less than 7 seconds. Deriving this low pressure signal from sensors
downstrear.: of the stean4 generator flow restriction orifices is conservative.

,

i

k

;;
I
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itAlti STEAf1 ISOLATICt' VALVES
,

,

Concern 30A
TS tage 3/2.7-F

issue

The Ep0 cor.tains an assertion thtt there is a conflict between
T! Sectier.s 3.7.1.4. 5.6.3 and TS Table 3.3 4 dealing with the applicability
r.iodes for operability of the Main Steam Isolation Valves.

Fesolut1on

The l'ain Steara Isolation Valves (MS!Y) have two accident mitigation functions.
first, during a steani line break the MSIVs close to prevent blowdown fron, uore
than one steam generator. This function is necessary in flodes 1, 2, and 3.
In itode 4, the lower reactor coolant temperature reduces the consequences of
the steamline blowdown such that 11SIY closure is not necessary. In the new
STS, the LCOs which cddress this function in plant systeras and instrumentation
chapters requirt MSIV opercbility in flodes 1, 2, and 3.

The second accident mitiption function for tFC IISIVs is containment isolation.
This function is necessary in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 In the new STS, the LCOs
which address this function in the containn.ent and instrumentation chapters
require MSIV operability in ttodes 1, 2, 3, and 4,

.. -- .- . . .. . . - - . . . .
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STLI,li CEliERATOL PCSER OPERATEC RELIEF VALVES (SCP0FY)

Concern 31A
WPigTf/3.7.8a

1ssue

The CF0 states thet the TS shculd include the SGPORVs since under the loss of
offsite power cordition thest viives are necessary for cooling down the plant
by natural circulttion. Furtherrnore, the DP0 stotes that additional relieving
ceptcity sFould be covered by TS since the reactor will opertte at power levels
os high as 201 during the loss of offsite power condition.

Resolution

The loss of offsite power w411 cause the Keactor Coolant Pun,ps (kCP) to trip
since the only power source for these pun.ps is the of f site grid. At reactor
power levels greater than or equal to 101 the tripping of the RCP will ir.itiate
e reactor scrani. Ist reettor power levels less then 101 the recctor would be
n.anually stremed by the operator. The power level f or either strain is equiv-
alent to the initial decay heat power level af ter e scrani. The required heat
riroval capacity is within the design liniits of natural circulation.

The bases for the new STS sitte that the Atraospheric Cun.p Valves (ADYs) will be
used to cool down the plant for accidents which are accompanied by a loss of
offsite pcwer. Therefore, the 10Vs are part of the prin.ary success path for-

such accidents and are required by the new STS in l' odes 1, 2 and 3. PORVs
are used to n.indniize the opening of the Itain Stetta Safety Valves (tiSSys); the
itS$Vs are part of the priaary success path for ever.ts such as full powert
turb'ne trip without steera durip. Since the SGPORVs are not part of the prirnary
succeu peth, they do not trieet the criteria for inclusion in TS pursuant to the
Cons.4ssion's Policy Statement. Therefore, operability of the SGPORVs is not
required by the new !TS.

|
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$[RVICE WATER SYSTEM. ,

Concern 33A
TGct ErT3/4.7.4T

issue
TEF DP0 states that the applicability section of the Service Water Systera (SWS)
TS rhich includes Modes 1, f 3, and 4 shculd also include Modes 5 cnd 6.

Resolution

The need for operability of the Service Water System (SWS) in Modes 5 and 6 is
addressed in the new STS through the defdnition of Operability. SWS is required
as a suppert system for other t, stems such as F.HR which are required by STS to
be operatie in Modes 5 and 6. Since the trains of the SWS are typically cross
ccr.nccted as in the McGuire plant, ont train of SUS is adequate to meet the
support function for both OHR trains in Modes 5 ar.d 6. Both trains of the SUS
are not required to be operable to provide single failure protection ir, Modes 5
and 6 since the heat load is lov, 6nd there are other methods which can be
instituted by the operators to n .nole the low heat load if the SUS f aiis.
Also, this allows licensees to r r'orm necessary maintenance and sys+em
modificatiores.

i
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LESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL At:D COOLANT ClkCULAT10fi -
HIGh WATER LEVEL

Concern 35A
T5 3/4.f.lf"

155Et

The EfC states thct the action statement should require containner.t isolaticr.
within E.5 hours when no PPR loops are operable. Also, the DP0 stctes that
the TS shculo require operability of the cor.tainment sun,p and alterr.ete
cooling nictliuds in this Mode.

Resolution

In current ST*, the action statenent allows 4 hours to isolate containment
when no RHR loops are operable. In the ncw STS, the instruction to isolate
contairin, tnt has been renoved frca the action statement. The rew STS tequire the ,

establishnient of alternate cooling methods whenever the RHR 15 unavailable.
The tction statenent concentrates on the most important task of supplying core
cooling and leaves the provision of containrent isolation to the licensee's
contingency procedures.

The alternate cooling n.ethods do not need to be required to be operatie in t1 ode
C with the cavity ficoded. The Coumission's o '.erim Policy Stattiaent on
Technical Specification improvement states criteria for deciding which equipment
and conditions should be included in TS. Under those criteria the primt.ry
success path system, RHR, is required by TS. The provision of alternate
ecoling methods referred to in the first paragraph is left as the responsi-
bility of the licensee's contingency procedures. In Mode 6 with the cavity
flooded, there is a large volunt of water over the core erd a low occay heat
load. Under these conditions the operator has (1) titernative cooling n,ethods
which con handle the low decay heat load and (2) time to implement those
alternatives.

|
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REFUElli;C OPERAT101:! LOW WATER LEVEL

Concern 36A
W Page f/1.5-11

hM
The PPO states that the action statement should require containment isolation
inediately when no MiP. loops are operable.

resolutiot,

in the current STS, the action staterxnt allows 4 hours to isolete contairiment
when no DIR loops are operable. In the new STS, the instruction to isolate
conti.inment has been rerioved from the action stater.cnt. As discussed in the
rcsolution to concern 35A, the actiori statement concentrates on the rnost
important task of supplying core cooling arid leaves the provision of the
containn.eht isolatior,10 the licer see's contingency procedures.

.
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rE ACTOR TRIP INSTRUMEt;T/,TIOi! SETP0ll:T
,

Concern 3CA
'iaWT.~E-1

Tb, assertion in the DP0 states that t'a Technical Specification nomenclature
" Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P-7" 's incorrect and thould be labele.d "High
Puter Reactor Trips Block".

Pesciution

The notenclature is en acceptable cescription for this functian without changt;
however, information describir.g the P-7 perndssive as the P-10 and P-13 trips
is discussed in detail ir. the new STS Stses unde: the title " Low Power Reactor
Trips Block, P-7."

(

(
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I REAL10P TRIP INSTF1MENTAT10f: SETPOINTE
,

,

!

! Concern 38

[ Table 2.2-1

1ssue
,

The assertion in the DP0 is that the obsence of the permissivt P-7 [on P-10
and P-13)-introduces new events to ev61uate for safety. The 000 further
esserts that the impact of blocking the Pressurizer W6ter Level-High trip below

! I'-7 should be evaluated.

i Pesolution
1

The-new STS include in T6ble 3.3-1-1 the P-7 [on P-10 and P-13) interlock..

" Several reactor trips (including Pressurizer Water Level-High) are only required
When operating above 101 power, the P-7 setpoint. The P-7 interlock en6bles
and disables trips as rebctor power passes through the 10% power seipcint.
Below 10% powr r, the RCS is capable of sufficient natural circulation without

i any RCP running to' prevent DH8.

The Pressuriter Water Level-High trip is a-back-up signal for Pressurizer
'

Pressurt High trip and provides protection accinst passing water through the,

pressurizer safety. valves. A reactor trip is actuated before the pressurizert

is water sclid. Thest icval channels provide input to the pressurizer icvel
control system and do r,vi actuate the safety valves.

This trip must be o?ert.ble in Mode 1 when there is a potential for overfilling
T15 trip is automatically enabled on increasing power bythe pressuriter. 4 ,

the P-7 interlock. On decreasing power the absence of P-7, autoraatically
blocks this trip. Below the P-7 setpoint, transients which could raise -

a

pressurizer watar level will be slow and the operator will have sufficient time
to evaluate ur4+. conditions and take corrective actions.

,
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EliGit4EEFEL SAFETY FE ATur.ES ACTUATI0li
SiSTEM (ESFAS) lilSTRUliEhTAT10!<

'

|
|

QuestIcn BB,

Cor.cern Ifli
Tilile 3.3-3

1ssue |

The assertion in the DP0 rccomended that the sttff consider the consequences |

of not requiring auton.atic switchover to recircL16 tion on RWST level for tiode ,

I4 in addition to Modes 1, 1., and 3.

Resolution

The rew STS and the current STS require the operability of the switchover to
containner.t sun.p or, RWST level low for Modes 1, E, 3, and 4

. . . - . . . . - . . . - - .-_ _, - ..
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SOURCE RANGE NEUTRON FLUX
..

Concern 10A*
I TCTaoe FC3_ Item 6c

issue

4 The assertier.s in the DP0 are as folks:

1) Pover range neutron flux trip (low and high) setroints and interrnediate
range neutron f*n are used for events being initiated in a "Subcritical"
condition t,s described in FSAR (table 7.2.14); however, the TS does not.

require their operability in Modes 3, 4, and 5.
;

E) Furthermore, the source range trip is required to be operable in Modes 3,
4, and 5, yet there is no technical specification for it.

Resolution

1) The Power Range, Neutron Flux-High Setpoint and Low Setpoint do not have
to be operable in !! odes 3, 4, and 5, because the reector is shutdown and the
Nuclear Instrumentation System (filS) power range detectors cannot detect
neutron levels in the shutdown range. Other RTS functions and cdministrative

-controls provide protection against reactivity additions when in liedes 3,.

.4, and 5.
1

The Intermediate RLnge Neutron Flux irip dces not have to be operable in
liodes 3, 4, or 5 because the controls rods must be fully inserted and
only the shutdown rods may te withdrawn. The reactor cannot be started
up in this condition. . The core also has the required Shutdown Margin-to
niitigate the consequences of a positive reactivity addition accident and.
this margin is required to be inonitored frequeritly. In Mode 6, all rods
cre fully inserted and the core has an increased Shutdown Margin.. Also,
the hlS interroediate range detectors cannot detect neutron levels in this
range.

2) The~new STS require the source range neutron flux trip function to be
operable in Modes 2, 3, 4, ar.d 5 with the reactor trip breakers closed
and the rod control system capable of rod withdrawal. It is also
required to be operable in Mcdc 3, 4, and 5 with trip breakers open when
the only function of the source range monitor is indication.

:
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F.11 INTERLOCL

Concern 10B
TI Fe~ge 3 /l . 3.*

Issue

The assertion in the EP0 is that thc licensee nteced to evaluate the
consecutr.ces of an event involvir.g a Hein Stetr. Line BreeL below the P 11
inttriock reactor trip such that the trip will not Le initiated by the
Negative $ttam Line Pressure Rate High signal. This concern acknowltdges
the source rtnge and intercedicte renge nuclear flux trips under these
(sn.all and intere.ediate size breaks) circumstances, on any return to power,
as nut Leing necessary because they are not required in the safety analysis.
Their current propcsed status precludes crediting their function capebility
and would leave only the powcr range low setpoint trip to trip thc reactor.
Furthermore, the resulting power levels of 35% as a safety analysis liniit
would be unacceptable without a substantial crialysis of the event.

Resolution

The F-11 interlock permits a normal ur.it cooldown er.d depressurization without
actuation of safet) it.jection (51) or main stean line isulation. With 1/3
pressurizer pressure channels less than the P-11 setpoint, tht operatur con
nanu6113 block the Pressurizer Pressure - Low and Steam Line Pressure - Low SI
sign 615 and the Steam Line Pressure Low Steem Lif e Isolation signal. When the
Stean. Lir.e Pressure - Low Stean. Line Isolatien sigt.61 is mar.ually blocked, the
rain steam isolation signal on Steara Line Pressure Negative Rate - High is
enelled. This provides protection for a steam line break by closure of the
main steani isolation valves arid initiation of a reactor trip.

,
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ESFAS ll'!TLUMENTAT:Cl'

i

cor. corn 14A4

TaFliiTI'iG

1ssue

The CPO asserts thi.t the operabdiity of the containment Phase B isoletion on a
Containment Pressure High-High sipr.t1 should be required in Mode 4 The br0
also asserts that a cor.tainnient Phase B isolation is necessary to establish
containn.ent integrity.

Resolut4on

The Containment Pressure }|4gh-High signal is initiated due to a large broth
LOCA or stett line breal 6 tid it actuates containt.ient spray end Phase B
containment isolation. Containnient Pressure High-High must be operable in
Modes 1, I and 3 wheri there is sufficient energy in the priraary and secondary
sides to challer.te the conthinment pressure High liigh setpoint. In Mode 4,
there is insufficicnt energy in the prin,ary and secondcry sides tc ch611enge
the Containnient Pressure High-High set point. Therefore, oper6bility of the
Containment Pressure High High sigt.a1 is not necessary.

Containraer.t Pressure high actuates $1 and 51 actuates containment Phase A
isolation. Cont 61ntnent Phase A isolation isolates all lines into containraent
except those associhted with the Engineered Safety features. The CCW System,
which is typic 611y an Engineered Safety Features System ts in the McGuire
Plant, is not isolated by the Phase A isolation. Containment Phase A isolation
establishes containnient integrity tr.d allow, the continued use of the Reactor
Coolant Pumps (RCPs) which rely cri the CCW. The containment Phase B isolation
is tctuated by Containn.er.t Pressurc High High and isolates the CCW. The high
pressure which causcs the Containment Pressure High-High signal iridicates
accicent cor.ditions for which RCP operation is not necessary.
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E$F AS lii$1I1PitiTAT10l, Tilt SETP01l:15
,

Concern 15A
TaTF3Tf24

11.5JLt

The CPO asserts thct e new functiorial Unit which is part of ESFAS should be
included in the 15. This new functional Ur.it is " Closure of the feediater
Isolation, liain feedwater, tr.d Bypass flodulation Valves."

F Aolution

The new STS and tht current LTS include these valve closure functions under
other functions in the E!FAS tables. The DP0 acknowledges this fact, but
esserts that the function needs to be included as a separate function ir, the
ESFA! ttbles. The DFO gives no justification for including this separate
function; therefore, no additional functional unit needs to be included in
the STS.

4
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